
Artist postcards by the THE BIG DREAM
FILL THE WORLD WITH COLORS AND POSITIVE MESSAGES

With Marina Argenti and Miria Mesiano

You will be thrilled opening your mailbox, finding an envelope for you containing emotions expressed in 
colors and words like sweet caresses  to your soul.
If you are reading this page it is because you have received an "Artist Postcard". I hope you enjoyed 
receiving a gift.
The “artist postcards” project has no commercial purpose.
The intent is to spread the colors that each of us is able to donate by bringing positive messages, the dream
is that our postcards reach all over the world. We would like to involve you in this creative project that 
inspired us with joy and positivity, born from the desire to spread our colors, designs, signs and words so 
that they reach the hearts of many people, a “viral happiness”  with simple gestures that nourish the soul. 
We ask you to not interrupt this journey and to become part of this great dream, anyone can participate, 
no artistic knowledge is required.
The project involves the creation of at least two artist postcards, which you will create with imagination 
and creativity, all techniques are fine: colors, collages, scribbles, poems; have fun, create many.
We invite you to visit the facebook group “artist postcards by the Big Dream”, by subscribing you can see 
our videos that will guide you to the creation of postcards.

REGULATION

• Make two postcards, the recommended size is A5 but fill free to follow your intuition  . If you
want some suggestions you can follow our videos on facebook group: "Artist postcards by the big
dream".

•  Write a positive message on the back , SIGN AND ADD - Artist postcards by the big dream

• Send  a  postcard  to  us  at:   Atelier  Tuttintondo,  Via  Libertà,  21,  42043,  Praticello  (RE)  -Italy
The artist postcards that arrive at the atelier will form a Big Dream. A constantly growing artwork,
which will contain all the artist's postcards. The work will in turn become itinerant, exhibited in
several places, signed with the names of all the participants.

• Send the second postcard to whoever you want
Important: put the postcard in an envelope (you can color that too) together with a copy of this 
letter. It is very important to include this letter in order to continue sharing postcards.

• you can send as many postcards as you want, the more postcards we send, the more positive 
messages we multiply around the world

• They must be sent by post,  inserting them in an envelope affixing the stamp

• You don't need to be an artist or have artistic knowledge
you can use any technique (crayons, pencils, tempera, collage with paper or fabrics… let your 
creativity run free

• the  postcards  that  we  will  receive  in  the  atelier  will  not  be  submitted  to  any  jury,  to  any
judgment and will not be returned

• Write  a  post  in  which  you  ONLY  indicate  the  city  and  state  where  you  sent  the
Postcard, every 10 days we will update the map on the facebook group.

we are waiting for you – Miria & Marina


